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The update contains a re-designed limiter architecture as well as bug fixes and minor changes. 
From now on the RMS-limiter is adjusted in Volt (instead of Watt @ 8 Ohms). Therefore the old 
files (*.output, *.preset, *.device) can not be loaded anymore. It is recommended to delete all old 
files. 
 

Changes: 
 amplifier temperature readout at the device under Service --> Device Info  

 lock the device user interface from unauthorized  access under Service --> Lock Device  
To unlock the device again press and hold the "Down"-button during startup of the device 

 LED-meters completely re-designed that the levels are absolute reliable. The LEDs (-40dB , 
0dB and CLIP) are matched to the limiter settings of the connected loudspeaker. The CLIP-
LED flashes either if the power amplifier has reached its maximum output power or the 
maximum permitted power of the speaker cabinet has been reached. The other LEDs are 
scaled down correspondingly.  

 expanded factory-preset library 
 

instructions to update the firmware: 
 delete all old files from former hd LevelZ installations 

 download hd LevelZ v1.0.10 at:  
 
http://www.harmonic-design.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/11/hd-LevelZ_v1_0_10.zip 
 

 unzip the files 

 execute hd LevelZ.exe  

 connect the device via USB. The update process will be initialized automatically.  
Important: Please reply with "No" to the question if the current settings should be saved 

 All other steps will be executed automatically. Click "Ok" if asked and do not release the 
USB connection or manually turn the system on/off during the update process. Otherwise it 
may come the damage beyond repair! 

 At first the new microcontroller firmware is sent and reboots afterwards.  Then the DSP-
firmware will be flashed and the user- and factory-presets updated 

 In the end a message box appears with: 
 Firmware-Update successful! Current version: 1.0.10 

 Afterwards all parameters can be edited as usual. 
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